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ISOLATED DC-DC POWER CONVERTER WITH ACTIVE

SYNCHRONOUS RECTIFICATION

The present invention relates to switched mode power supplies, and more

particularly relates to an isolated DC-DC power converter comprising a secondary

side active synchronous rectification circuit. The active synchronous rectification

circuit comprises a network of passive components driven by a voltage across a

rectification switch to generate a switch control signal for the rectification switch.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In the area of primary-side DC/DC converters with galvanic isolation, especially in

low DC output voltage converters, the utilization of actively controlled transistor

switches as rectifiers (instead of passive diodes) is a technique increasingly used due

to the low conduction losses. In a DC-DC power converter, the rectifier or

rectification switches are connected at a secondary side of a transformer and rectify

power coupled through the transformer. The topology and number of components of

the active synchronous rectification circuit as well as the way the rectification switch

or switches are controlled on the secondary side of the converter is crucial for an

efficient operation of the DC-DC power converter.

Typically, a switch driver circuit is used to generate a switch control or driving

signal(s) for the rectification switch or switches. The switch driver circuit is a power

amplifier that accepts a low-power control signal or voltage from an actively

powered controller IC and produces a low-impedance drive signal for the control

terminal, e.g. gate terminal or base terminal of the rectification switch or switches.

In isolated DC-DC power converter topologies with a primary side control signal,

such as a modulated switch control signal, there is an absence of a controlling signal

on the secondary side of the transformer. In such a topology, it is known to generate

the switch control signal for the rectification switches on the primary side of the

galvanic isolation - thus the control signal has to cross the galvanic isolation barrier

e.g. using costly and space consuming optocouplers or isolation transformers etc. In



such approaches, as schematically illustrated by Fig. 1, a control signal may be

derived by the gate driver circuit 106 from a PWM modulated switch control signal

102 for driving the rectifiers, wherein the PWM control signal is provided by an

external and actively powered controller, e.g. by power supply voltage Vcc as

illustrated in FIG. 1 . The gate driver circuit 106 comprises active semiconductor

switches like transistors Ql, Q2 to provide the previously discussed low-impedance

and/or high voltage switch control signal. The PWM modulated switch control signal

102 is typically the one which is used for driving a semiconductor switch on the

primary side of the converter. The external controller may be a digital controller DSP

or Field Programmable Gate Arrays, FPGA, an analog controller, a timer, and/or an

oscillator. Due to the requirement of the external controller and the auxiliary power

supply to power the active semiconductor transistors Ql, Q2, the operational

complexity and size of the switch driver circuit 106 of the DC-DC power converter

increase which is disadvantageous. Further, cost of the gate driver circuit increases

due to these additional components, which creates a hindrance in use of these gate

driver circuits in the power conversion area.

Patent application CN104124874 (A) proposes an ultrahigh frequency isolated

resonant converter comprising a Class Φ2 inverter and a synchronous rectifier. A

gate drive signal for the synchronous rectifier is derived from a separate (auxiliary)

transformer winding and is applied to the gate of the rectification switch (transistor)

through an inductor and a capacitor. Clearly, a separate transformer winding is

required for deriving the gate drive signal, which is again not a cost effective

solution. Further, due to the separate (auxiliary) transformer winding, a circuit of the

converter proposed by CN1 04 124874 (A) will be complex and less compact, which

is again disadvantageous.

Therefore, there is a need to alleviate problems existing in the prior arts.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A first aspect of the invention relates to an isolated DC-DC power converter

comprising:



a transformer (T) having a primary winding (Lp) and a secondary

winding (Ls);

a controllable switch connected in series with the primary winding

(Lp) of the transformer (T) and driven by a modulated switch control signal;

an active synchronous rectification circuit connected to the secondary

winding (Ls) of the transformer (T), the active synchronous rectification

circuitry comprising a rectification switch (210) connected in series with the

secondary winding (Ls); and

a switch driver circuit comprising a network of passive components

driven by a voltage across the rectification switch, said network of passive

components configured to generate a switch control signal for the

rectification switch by lowpass filtering the voltage across the rectification

switch.

Hence, the switch control signal may be derived from the voltage across the

rectification switch by lowpass filtering of the voltage across the rectification switch.

The lowpass filtering of the voltage across the rectification switch may be carried out

by a network of passive components which may be series connected across the

rectification switch to provide a compact, cost-efficient and self-driven active

synchronous rectification circuit as discussed in additional detail below with

reference to the appended drawings. One or several passive electrical components,

such as a resistor, inductor or capacitor, of the network of passive components is/are

preferably external to the rectification switch and may comprise respective SMD

components.

The network of passive components may comprise a series connection of at least one

inductor (LI), capacitor (Cl), and optionally a resistor (Rl) across the rectification

switch (210) for example between drain and source terminals of a FET switch such

as a MOSFET switch, insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) switch, Gallium

Nitride (GaN) switch etc. and wherein the switch control signal is applied to a gate

terminal or base terminal of said FET switch.



The resistor Ri of the network of passive components is preferably connected

between a control terminal and an output terminal of the rectification switch.

The network of passive components preferably comprises, or forms, a lowpass filter

configured to filter the voltage across the rectification switch. The lowpass filter

preferably has a cut-off frequency (frl) below a switching frequency of the

modulated switch control signal, for example may the cut-off frequency (frl) be less

than one-half of the switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal, as

discussed in additional detail below with reference to the appended drawings.

The Q value of the lowpass filter is preferably larger than 3 such as larger than 5 or

more preferably larger than 10 to provide rapid phase shift of the lowpass filtered

switch control signal of the rectification switch as discussed in additional detail

below with reference to the appended drawings.

The network of passive components may additionally comprise, or form, a band-

reject filter which is configured to filter the voltage across the rectification switch.

This band-reject filter may have a zero frequency (fr2) above the switching

frequency of the modulated switch control signal such as at least three times higher

than the switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal such as between

three and five times higher as discussed in additional detail below with reference to

the appended drawings.

The switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal may be higher than

100 kHz, or higher than 1 MHz, more preferably higher than 5 MHz. The modulated

switch control signal may comprise a Pulse-Width Modulated (PWM) signal or a

frequency modulated (FM) signal e.g. configured to control an output voltage, output

current or output power of the power converter.

One embodiment of the present isolated DC-DC power converter comprises an

inrush current limiter which is electrically connected, or coupled, to the switch driver

circuit. The inrush current limiter is configured to disable the switch driver circuit for



a predetermined time period following power-on of the isolated DC-DC power

converter.

A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of deriving a switch control

signal of an active synchronous rectification circuit of an isolated DC-DC

power converter, the method comprising:

applying a modulated switch control signal to a controllable switch

connected in series with a primary winding (Lp) of an isolation transformer

(T),

connecting an active synchronous rectification circuitry to a secondary

winding (Ls) of the isolation transformer (T) to couple a rectification switch

in series with the secondary winding (Ls);

deriving a switch control signal for the rectification switch by lowpass

filtering a voltage across the rectification switch via a network of passive

components; and

applying the switch control signal to a control terminal of the rectification

switch.

The isolated DC-DC power converter preferably comprises a transformer which

functions as a galvanic isolation barrier between the primary side circuitry and

secondary side circuitry of the DC-DC power converter. The transformer comprises a

primary winding and a secondary winding that may be magnetically coupled via a

magnetically permeable core. The primary side circuitry of the DC-DC power

converter comprises the controllable switch connected in series with the primary

winding (Lp) of the transformer (T) and driven by a modulated switch control signal.

The controllable switch may comprise a controllable transistor switch such as a

MOSFET, IGBT or GaN FET.

The network of passive components may comprise a series connection of at least one

inductor, one capacitor and optionally a resistor, connected across the rectification

switch (210). Hence, the network of series connected passive components may be



coupled between a drain terminal and source terminal of a MOSFET or GaN FET

type of rectification switch.

According to a preferred embodiment, the isolated DC-DC power converter

comprises an inrush current limiter coupled to the switch driver circuit, said inrush

current limiter configured to disable the switch driver circuit for a predetermined

time period following power-on or start-up of the isolated DC-DC power converter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the invention will be described in more detail below with

reference to the enclosed drawings, in which

FIG. 1 is an electrical circuit diagram of a gate driver according to the prior

art,

FIG. 2 is a simplified electrical circuit diagram of an isolated DC-DC power

converter in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

invention,

FIG. 3 is a simplified electrical circuit diagram of a switch driver circuit for a

secondary side rectification switch of the isolated DC-DC power

converter shown in FIG. 2,

FIG. 4 is another simplified electrical circuit diagram of the switch driver

circuit shown in FIG. 3,

FIG. 5 is a simplified electrical circuit diagram of an inrush current limiter

that may be included in the isolated DC-DC power converter shown in

FIG. 2,

FIG. 6 shows a gain-phase Bode plot/frequency response plot of a passive

components network forming part of the switch driver circuit,

FIG. 7 shows a bode plot corresponding to simulation results for an isolated

DC-DC power converter in a flyback topology without DC bias of a

gate signal, or control signal, of the rectification switch,



FIG. 8 shows time domain simulation results for a controllable primary side

switch and the rectification switch of an isolated DC-DC power

converter in a flyback topology without DC bias of the gate signal,

FIG. 9 shows a bode plot of corresponding simulation results for an isolated

DC-DC power converter in a flyback topology with DC bias of the

gate signal,

FIG. 10 shows time domain simulation results for the primary side switch and

the rectification switch of an isolated DC-DC power converter in a

flyback topology with DC bias of a gate signal,

In the figures, the same reference symbols or signs are used for same or

corresponding elements. The discussion of the figures dispenses with discussing

elements with the same reference signs in different figures when deemed appropriate

for sake of conciseness.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

An isolated DC-DC power converter of the present invention includes an active

synchronous rectification circuit having at least one rectification switch, and further

includes a switch driver circuit for producing a control signal for the at least one

rectification switch. The present switch driver circuit is based on a network of

passive components, such as resistors, capacitors and inductors, and can therefore be

viewed as a passive circuit. The network of passive components is driven by a

voltage drop across the rectification switch. Thereby, eliminating the need of an

external power supply and active components for operation. Further, the network of

passive components is configured to generate the switch control signal for the

rectification switch or switches by lowpass filtering the voltage across the

rectification switch, e.g. the drain-source voltage of a FET type rectification switch.

The output voltage of the DC-DC power converter at the secondary side of the

isolation transformer is utilized by the switch driver circuit. Clearly, the present

switch driver circuit for the rectification switch may be viewed as a self-driven



circuit or boot-strap circuit exclusively powered by the secondary side voltage and

current of the isolation transformer. This feature renders the circuit topology of the

secondary side circuitry of the present isolated DC-DC power converter simple and

cost-effective over the conventional DC-DC power converters.

Referring to FIG. 2, an isolated DC-DC power converter 200 is shown. For brevity

the isolated DC-DC power converter 200 is referred herein below as converter 200.

The converter 200 includes a transformer T having a primary winding Lp, supplied

with a DC voltage e.g. at a capacitor Cin, and a secondary winding Ls supplying

power to a load R o of the converter. A primary side arranged controllable

semiconductor switch 204 is connected in series with the primary winding Lp of the

transformer T. The power converter can e.g. be a flyback converter. The controllable

semiconductor switch 204 is controlled by a modulated control signal 202, which

may be PWM modulated or frequency modulated, generated by a controller (not

shown in figures). The modulated control signal is applied to a control terminal, e.g.

gate terminal or base terminal, of the controllable primary side semiconductor

switch 204. The skilled person will understand that the modulated control signal may

be generated by an output voltage control or regulation loop, e.g. feedback loop,

configured to control output power, output voltage or output current delivered to the

load Ro of the DC-DC power converter 200.

The secondary side of the converter 200 includes an active synchronous rectification

circuit 206 connected to the secondary winding Ls of the transformer T. The active

synchronous rectification circuit 206 includes at least one rectification switch 210

along with other circuit components. The skilled person will appreciate that other

embodiments of the invention may include two or more rectification switches with

respective switch driver circuits. In an embodiment, the rectification switch 210 is a

metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor, MOSFET. The active synchronous

rectification circuitry 206 is further connected to the converter load Ro. The rectified

voltage may be smoothed or stabilized e.g. by a capacitor C O connected across output

terminals of the power converter.



The active synchronous rectification circuitry 206 further includes a passive

components network 208 connected across the drain and source terminals of the

rectification switch 210. The passive components network is configured to derive a

lowpass filtered and phase-shifted control signal which is coupled to and drives the

gate terminal of the rectification switch 210.

As shown in figure 2, the switch driver circuit which drives the control/gate terminal

of the rectification switch 210 comprises a passive components network 208, i.e. a

series connection of an inductor Li, a capacitor Ci, and a resistor Ri arranged from

the drain terminal to the source terminal of the rectification switch 210. The inductor

Li, capacitor Ci and a resistor Ri of the passive components network 208 are

preferably external, physical separate, components to the rectification switch 210, i.e.

not formed by the below-discussed parasitic components of the rectification switch

210. The inductor Li, capacitor Ci and a resistor Ri of the passive components

network 208 may for example be formed by respective SMD components for easy

assembly on a suitable carrier substrate, e.g. printed circuit board, of the isolated DC-

DC power converter 200.

Referring to FIGS. 2 - 4, the switch driver circuit is excited by a voltage drop across

input and output terminals of the rectification switch, i.e. the drain-source terminals

of the rectification switch 210 of the present embodiment, and the passive

components network 208 is configured to derive a lowpass filtered control voltage or

signal and apply the latter to the gate terminal of the rectification switch 210. The

voltage drop across the rectification switch 210 is derived from the output voltage at

the secondary side of the transformer T and utilized by the switch driver circuit 208.

As shown in FIG. 4, the voltage drop across the rectification switch 210, i.e. the

drain-source voltage V
S
, is applied as an input voltage to the passive components

network 208. As mentioned above, the passive components network 208 comprises

series connected passive components: inductor Li, capacitor Ci, and resistor Ri

connected between the drain and source terminals of the rectification switch 210. The

passive components network 208 preferably also comprises one or more of intrinsic



capacitances Cgs and Cg and intrinsic inductance Lg of the rectification switch 210

such as the intrinsic drain-source Cg and intrinsic gate-source capacitance Cgs etc. of

a MOSFET or GaN type rectifier switch to tailor a transfer function of the passive

components network 208 as discussed below in additional detail.

In some embodiments of the passive components network 208, the respective

capacitances or inductances of one or both of the intrinsic capacitances Cgs and Cgd

may be too small to reach a target or desired transfer function of the passive

components network 208, e.g. the lowpass cut-off frequency frl and/or the second

resonant frequency fr2. In the latter embodiments, the respective capacitances of one

or both of the intrinsic capacitances Cgs and Cgd may be increased by connecting

additional external, capacitors in parallel with the intrinsic capacitances Cgs and

Cgd.he passive components network 208 is preferably configured to create or provide

a 2nd order lowpass filter exhibiting a lowpass cut-off frequency or resonance

frequency frl to perform the previously discussed lowpass filtering of the drain-

source voltage Vds of the rectification switch 210. The lowpass cut-off frequency or

resonance frequency frl is calculated according to:

The cut-off frequency frl of the lowpass filter may be less than about one-half of the

first harmonic of the switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal

applied on the primary side circuit. In this manner, the first harmonic of the voltage

across the rectification switch, i.e. the drain-source voltage V
S

in the present

embodiment, is attenuated and phase shifted approximately 180 degrees at the output

of the passive components network 208. The output of the passive components

network 208, e.g. tapping node in-between the capacitor Ci and resistor Ri, supplies

the lowpass filtered and phase shifted switch control signal to gate terminal of the

rectification switch (210). The tapping node of the passive components network 208

may be directly connected via a wire or trace to the gate terminal of the rectification

switch (210) without any intervening active components like transistors.



The intrinsic gate-drain MOSFET capacitance Cg and the inductor L i creates a

second resonant frequency, or zero frequency, fr2 of the transfer function of the

passive components network 208.

The second resonant frequency fr2 is calculated according to:

The zero frequency, fr2 is preferably tuned or designed to be at least five or ten times

higher than the lowpass cut-off frequency firl to create a relatively wide transition

frequency region with lowpass filter response between these two frequencies frl and

fr2. The lowpass filter preferably exhibits a relatively high Q value, such as above 5

or 10, at the cut-off frequency frl to ensure a rapid phase shift above the cut-off

frequency frl.

The switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal is selected to be

above the lowpass cut-off frequency frl such that the first harmonic and third

harmonic of the modulated switch control signal are placed within this wide

transition frequency region. Further, the resistance of the resistor Ri of the passive

components network 208 is designed to attenuate gain of the transfer function of the

passive components network 208 at DC or zero Hz with a predetermined value e.g.

more than 10 dB or 20 dB or 30 dB. More specifically, the resistance of Ri is

preferably configured to, or tuned for, obtaining a predetermined DC bias voltage of

the control/gate signal of the rectification switch 210. The DC bias voltage of the

gate signal may be conveniently adjusted by adjusting a resistance of the resistor Ri.

In an embodiment, respective values of the inductor Li, capacitor Ci, and resistor Ri

of the passive components network 208 are selected based on:

(i) required attenuation level of a DC component of the voltage V
S
,

(ii) required attenuation of the first harmonic and the third harmonic of the drain-

source voltage Vds to an adequate level, and

(iii) shifting the phase in the transition region by about 180 degrees.



The switching frequency of the rectification switch 210 can be varied as long as

these three conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. The constraints enable the use of the

switch driver circuit in power converter applications requiring variable frequency of

the modulated switch control signal - such as in case of Discontinuous Conduction

Mode, DCM flyback and LLC DC-DC power converters. The aforementioned

adequate level is determined based on amplitude of the drain-source voltage V
S
,

duty cycle D, and particular type of rectification switches used in the active

synchronous rectification circuitry 206.

An adequate level (G) may be determined using the following equation:

Where VdSi is the amplitude of the first harmonic of the drain-source voltage V
d S

and

V
g S

represents the gate-source voltage, i.e. switch control signal, of the rectification

switch 210.

Referring to FIG. 5, the power converter 200 may additionally include an inrush

current limiter 502 coupled to the switch driver circuit. The inrush current limiter

502 is configured to disable the switch driver circuit for a pre-determined time period

after power-on of the isolated DC-DC power converter to avoid the flow of inrush

current which otherwise may build-up during a start-up phase of the converter 200.

During the start-up phase, a transistor Q, e.g. a FET or bipolar transistor, is in an

ON-state causing the gate-source voltage of the rectification switch 210 to be pulled

to ground or zero volt. This results in a disabling of the switch driver circuit. After

the pre-determined time period, the capacitor C 2 has been charged from the power

supply voltage Vo of the converter such that the output of comparator, comp,

changes state and switches the transistor Q to its OFF state, thereby enabling the

switch driver circuit 208.

FIG. 6 - FIG. 10 show various time-domain simulation results for an exemplary

isolated DC-DC power converter possess flyback topology.



(a) Simulation without DC bias of the gate signal

Input voltage of the converter - 100 V

Output voltage - 15V

Duty cycle of a primary side/ main controllable switch - 46%.

Exemplary parameters values of the passive components network

A frequency response plot of the passive components network 208 is shown in FIG.

6, wherein phase shift is 180 degrees and voltage gain is -10 dB at 2 MHz which is

the switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal. The gain of the

transfer function of the passive components network 208 is also attenuated at third

harmonic frequency at 6 MHz. The DC component of the switch voltage V
S

is also

attenuated with about -25 dB which leads to substantially zero volt DC bias to the

lowpass filtered switch control signal, i.e. gate voltage, of the rectification switch

(210).

A time domain simulation of the switch voltages V
S

and Vgs of the rectification

switch (210) is shown in FIG. 8 . The full line plot V(vgsl) of FIG. 8 represents the

modulated switch control signal driving signal the primary side controllable switch



and the dotted line plot V(vgs2) represents the corresponding lowpass filtered switch

control signal of the rectification switch (210). It is evident by inspection of FIG. 8

that the ON/OFF state transitions of the primary side controllable switch are phase

shifted with about 180 degrees relative to the ON/OFF state transitions of the

rectification switch (210) as expected.

(b) Simulation results using DC bias of the switch control signal of

rectification switch

When the DC input voltage, which typically is derived from a mains voltage, to the

DC-DC power converter increases to 375 V, in order to maintain the converter DC

output voltage at 15V, the duty cycle of the modulated switch control signal

decreases. Thereby, increasing the duty cycle of the control signal of the rectification

switch. In such instances, a DC bias may advantageously be introduced to the control

signal of the rectification switch. In the instant simulation this is achieved by

increasing the resistance of R 1 of the passive components network 208 from 500 1< Ω

to 3 ΜΩ to change the duty cycle of the rectification switch.

A frequency response plot (including magnitude and phase) of the revised the

passive components network 208 is shown in FIG. 9 and a corresponding time-

domain simulation of the switch voltages V
S

and Vgs of the rectification switch (210)

is shown in FIG. 10. The full line plot V(vgsl) represents the modulated switch

control signal driving signal of the primary side controllable switch and the dotted

line plot V(vgs2) represents the corresponding lowpass filtered switch control

signal, i.e. gate voltage, of the rectification switch (210). The lowpass filtered switch

control signal V(vgs2) has now a DC bias or off-set of about 5V leading to an

increase of duty cycle.



CLAIMS

1. An isolated DC-DC power converter comprising:

a transformer (T) having a primary winding (Lp) and a secondary

winding (Ls);

a controllable switch (204) connected in series with the primary

winding (Lp) of the transformer (T) and driven by a modulated switch

control signal;

an active synchronous rectification circuit (206) connected to the

secondary winding (Ls) of the transformer (T), the active synchronous

rectification circuitry (206) comprising a rectification switch (210)

connected in series with the secondary winding (Ls); and

a switch driver circuit (208) comprising a network of passive

components driven by a voltage across the rectification switch (210),

characterized in that

the network of passive components is configured to generate a

switch control signal for the rectification switch (210) by lowpass filtering

the voltage across the rectification switch (210).

2 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to claim 1,

wherein the network of passive components comprises a series connection

of at least one inductor (Li), capacitor (Ci), and optionally a resistor (Ri)

across the rectification switch (210) for example between drain and source

terminals of a MOSFET switch or a GaN switch (210).

3 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to claim 1 or claim 2,

wherein the resistor (Ri) is connected between a control terminal and an

output terminal of the rectification switch (210).

4 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to claim 1, wherein the

rectification switch (210) comprises a FET transistor, e.g. a Gallium



Nitride FET or a metal-oxide-semiconductor FET (MOSFET), or an

insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT); and wherein the switch control

signal is applied to a gate terminal or base terminal of said FET transistor.

5 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to claim 1, wherein the

network of passive components comprises a lowpass filter configured to

filter the voltage across the rectification switch (210); said lowpass filter

having a cut-off frequency (frl) below a switching frequency of the

modulated switch control signal.

6 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to claim 5, wherein the

cut-off frequency (frl) of the lowpass filter is less than one-half of the

switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal.

7 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to claim 5 or 6, wherein a

Q value of the lowpass filter is larger than 3 such as larger than 5 or more

preferably larger than 10.

8 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to any of claims 5-7,

wherein the network of passive components additionally comprises a

band-reject filter configured to filter the voltage across the rectification

switch (21); said band-reject filter having a zero frequency (fr2) above the

switching frequency of the modulated switch control signal such as at least

three times higher than the switching frequency of the modulated switch

control signal such as between three and five times higher.

9 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the switching frequency of the modulated switch control

signal is higher than 100 kHz, or higher than 1 MHz, more preferably

higher than 5 MHz.



10 An isolated DC-DC power converter according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the modulated switch control signal comprises a Pulse-

Width Modulated (PWM) signal or a frequency modulated (FM) signal to

control an output voltage of the converter.

11 . An isolated DC-DC power converter according to any of the preceding

claims, further comprising an inrush current limiter (502) coupled to the

switch driver circuit (208), said inrush current limiter (502) configured to

disable the switch driver circuit (208) for a predetermined time period

following power-on of the isolated DC-DC power converter.

12. A method of deriving a switch control signal of an active synchronous

rectification circuit (206) of an isolated DC-DC power converter, the

method comprising:

applying a modulated switch control signal to a controllable switch

(204) connected in series with a primary winding (Lp) of an isolation

transformer (T),

connecting an active synchronous rectification circuitry (206) to a

secondary winding (Ls) of the isolation transformer (T) to couple a

rectification switch (210) in series with the secondary winding (Ls);

deriving a switch control signal for the rectification switch (210)

by lowpass filtering a voltage across the rectification switch (210) via a

network of passive components; and

applying the switch control signal to a control terminal of the rectification

switch.

13. A method of deriving a switch control signal according to claim 12,

wherein said lowpass filtering of the voltage across the rectification switch

(210) has cut-off frequency (frl) below a switching frequency of the

modulated switch control signal.
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